March 2018 Release Content

--------NEW TITLES (Security Studies Collection)-----------------------------------------------

1. **Air Power History** [1989- ] (Security Studies)
   [http://www.jstor.org/journal/airpowerhistory](http://www.jstor.org/journal/airpowerhistory)
   Previous Title: *The Aerospace Historian* [1965-1988] (0001-9364)
   [http://www.jstor.org/journal/aerohist](http://www.jstor.org/journal/aerohist)
   Previous Title: *The Air Power Historian* [1954-1965] (0277-9048)
   [http://www.jstor.org/journal/airpowehist](http://www.jstor.org/journal/airpowehist)
   Coverage:
   Vol. 1, No. 1 (September, 1945) - Vol. 12, No. 3 (July, 1965);
   Vol. 12, No. 4 (October, 1965) – Vol. 35, No. 4 (Winter, 1988);
   Vol. 36, No. 1 (Spring, 1989) – Vol. 61, No. 4 (Winter, 2014)
   Moving Wall: 3 years
   Publisher: Air Force Historical Foundation
   ISSN: 1044-016X

2. **American Intelligence Journal** (Security Studies)
   [http://www.jstor.org/journal/amerintej](http://www.jstor.org/journal/amerintej)
   Moving Wall: 2 years
   Publisher: National Military Intelligence Association
   ISSN: 0883-072X

3. **Army History** [1989- ] (Security Studies)
   [http://www.jstor.org/journal/armyhist](http://www.jstor.org/journal/armyhist)
   Previous Title: *The Army Historian* [1983-1988] (0748-2299)
   [http://www.jstor.org/journal/armyhistorian](http://www.jstor.org/journal/armyhistorian)
Coverage:
Nos. 1-12 (Fall, 1983 - October, 1988);
Nos. 13-105 (Fall, 1989 - Fall, 2017)
Moving Wall: zero
Publisher: U.S. Army Center of Military History
ISSN: 1546-5330
Note: Content for this title is released as soon as the latest issues become available to JSTOR.

4. **Asia Policy** (Security Studies)
   
   [http://www.jstor.org/journal/asiapolicy](http://www.jstor.org/journal/asiapolicy)
   
   Moving Wall: 2 years
   Publisher: National Bureau of Asian Research (NBR)
   ISSN: 1559-0968

5. **Conflict Management & Peace Science** [1980- ] (Security Studies)
   
   [http://www.jstor.org/journal/confmanapeacscie](http://www.jstor.org/journal/confmanapeacscie)
   
   
   [http://www.jstor.org/journal/jpeacscie](http://www.jstor.org/journal/jpeacscie)
   
   Coverage:
   
   Vol. 1, No. 1 (Autumn, 1973) – Vol. 4, No. 2 (Spring, 1980);
   Moving Wall: 3 years
   Publisher: Sage Publications, Ltd.
   ISSN: 0738-8942

6. **Connections** (Security Studies)
   
   [http://www.jstor.org/journal/connections](http://www.jstor.org/journal/connections)

Moving Wall: zero

Publisher: Partnership for Peace Consortium of Defense Academies and Security Studies Institutes

ISSN: 1812-1098

Note: Content for this title is released as soon as the latest issues become available to JSTOR.

7. **Counter Terrorist Trends and Analyses** (Security Studies)

   [http://www.jstor.org/journal/counterrtrenana](http://www.jstor.org/journal/counterrtrenana)


   Moving Wall: zero

   Publisher: International Centre for Political Violence and Terrorism Research

   ISSN: 2382-6444

   Note: Content for this title is released as soon as the latest issues become available to JSTOR.

8. **Cyber Defense Review** (Security Studies)

   [http://www.jstor.org/journal/cybedeferevi](http://www.jstor.org/journal/cybedeferevi)

   Coverage: Vol. 1, No. 1 (Spring, 2016) – Vol. 2, No. 3 (Fall, 2017)

   Moving Wall: zero

   Publisher: Army Cyber Institute

   ISSN: 2474-2120

   Note: Content for this title is released as soon as the latest issues become available to JSTOR.


   [http://www.jstor.org/journal/defetranj](http://www.jstor.org/journal/defetranj)

   Previous Title: *National Defense Transportation Journal* [1949-1967] (0193-8851)

   [http://www.jstor.org/journal/natidefetranj](http://www.jstor.org/journal/natidefetranj)

   Previous Title: *Army Transportation Journal* [1945-1949] (2476-1001)

   [http://www.jstor.org/journal/armytranj](http://www.jstor.org/journal/armytranj)

   Coverage:
Vol. 1, No. 1 (February, 1945) – Vol. 5, No. 3 (May/June, 1949);
Vol. 5, No. 4 (July/August, 1949) – Vol. 23, No. 4 (July/August, 1967);
Vol. 23, No. 5 (September/October, 1967) – Vol. 72, No. 5 (October, 2016)
Moving Wall: 1 year
Publisher: National Defense Transportation Association
ISSN: 0011-7625

10. Foreign Policy Analysis (Security Studies)
http://www.jstor.org/journal/forepolianal
Moving Wall: 5 years
Publisher: Oxford University Press
ISSN: 1743-8586

11. Inside Missile Defense (Security Studies)
http://www.jstor.org/journal/insimissdefe
Coverage: Vol. 1, No. 1 (September 27, 1995) – Vol. 20, No. 26 (December 24, 2014)
Moving Wall: 3 years
Publisher: Inside Washington Publishers
ISSN: 2164-8158

12. Inside the Air Force (Security Studies)
http://www.jstor.org/journal/insideairforce
Coverage: Vol. 7, No. 3 (January 19, 1996) – Vol. 25, No. 52 (December 26, 2014)
Moving Wall: 3 years
Publisher: Inside Washington Publishers
ISSN: 2164-8174

13. Inside the Army (Security Studies)
14. *Inside the Navy* (Security Studies)

[http://www.jstor.org/journal/insidenavy](http://www.jstor.org/journal/insidenavy)

Coverage: Vol. 11, No. 9 (March 9, 1998); Vol. 14, No. 27 (July 9, 2001) – Vol. 27, No. 52 (December 29, 2014)

Moving Wall: 3 years

Publisher: Inside Washington Publishers

ISSN: 2164-8190

15. *Inside the Pentagon* (Security Studies)

[http://www.jstor.org/journal/insipent](http://www.jstor.org/journal/insipent)


Moving Wall: 3 years

Publisher: Inside Washington Publishers

ISSN: 2164-814X

16. *Insight Turkey* [1999- ] (Security Studies)

[http://www.jstor.org/journal/insightturkey](http://www.jstor.org/journal/insightturkey)


Moving Wall: zero

Publisher: SET VAKFI İktisadi İşletmesi, SETA VAKFI

ISSN: 1302-177X

**Note:** Content for this title is released as soon as the latest issues become available to JSTOR.

17. *International Relations of the Asia-Pacific* (Security Studies)
http://www.jstor.org/journal/interelaasiapaci


Moving Wall: 5 years

Publisher: Oxford University Press

ISSN: 1470-482X

18. **International Studies Perspectives** [2000- ] (Security Studies)

http://www.jstor.org/journal/intestudpers


http://www.jstor.org/journal/intestudnote

Coverage:

Vol. 1, No. 1 (Spring, 1974) - Vol. 24, No. 3 (1999);


Moving Wall: 5 years

Publisher: Oxford University Press

ISSN: 1528-3577

19. **Jahrbuch Terrorismus** (Security Studies)

http://www.jstor.org/journal/jahrterr


Moving Wall: zero

Publisher: Barbara Budrich Publishers

ISSN: 2512-6040

**Note:** Content for this title is released as soon as the latest issues become available to JSTOR.


http://www.jstor.org/journal/jconfseculaw

Previous Title: *Journal of Armed Conflict Law* [1996-1999] (1364-0224)
21. *Journal of the Society for Army Historical Research* (Security Studies)

http://www.jstor.org/journal/sociarmyhistrese

Coverage: Vol. 1, No. 1 (September, 1921) – Vol. 93, No. 376 (Winter, 2015)

Moving Wall: 2 years

Publisher: Society for Army Historical Research

ISSN: 0037-9700

22. *Media, War & Conflict* (Security Studies)

http://www.jstor.org/journal/mediawarconflict


Moving Wall: 3 years

Publisher: Sage Publications, Ltd.

ISSN: 1750-6352

23. *Military Images* (Security Studies)

http://www.jstor.org/journal/militaryimages

Coverage: Vol. 1, No. 1 (July/August, 1979) – Vol. 36, No. 2 (Spring, 2018)
24. **Military Operations Research** (Security Studies)

   [http://www.jstor.org/journal/milioperresej](http://www.jstor.org/journal/milioperresej)


   Publisher: Military Operations Research Society

   ISSN: 1082-5983

   Note: Content for this title is released as soon as the latest issues become available to JSTOR.

25. **North Korean Review** (Security Studies)

   [http://www.jstor.org/journal/nortkorerevi](http://www.jstor.org/journal/nortkorerevi)

   Coverage: Vol. 1 (Fall, 2005) – Vol. 12, No. 2 (Fall, 2016)

   Publisher: McFarland & Company

   ISSN: 1551-2789

   Note: Content for this title is released as soon as the latest issues become available to JSTOR.

26. **Perspectives on Terrorism** (Security Studies)

   [http://www.jstor.org/journal/persponterr](http://www.jstor.org/journal/persponterr)


   Publisher: Terrorism Research Institute

   E-ISSN: 2334-3745

   Note: Content for this title is released as soon as the latest issues become available to JSTOR.

27. **Phalanx** (Security Studies)

   [http://www.jstor.org/journal/phalanx](http://www.jstor.org/journal/phalanx)
Moving Wall: zero
Publisher: Military Operations Research Society
ISSN: 0195-1920
Note: Content for this title is released as soon as the latest issues become available to JSTOR.

28. **Politeja** (Security Studies)

[http://www.jstor.org/journal/politeja](http://www.jstor.org/journal/politeja)

Moving Wall: zero
Publisher: Księgarnia Akademicka
ISSN: 1733-6716
Note: Content for this title is released as soon as the latest issues become available to JSTOR.


[http://www.jstor.org/journal/securitydialogue](http://www.jstor.org/journal/securitydialogue)


[http://www.jstor.org/journal/bullpeacprop](http://www.jstor.org/journal/bullpeacprop)

Coverage:

Vol. 1, No. 1 (1970) – Vol. 23, No. 2 (June, 1992);
Vol. 23, No. 3 (September, 1992) – Vol. 45, No. 6 (December, 2014)
Moving Wall: 3 years
Publisher: Sage Publications, Ltd.
ISSN: 0967-0106

30. **St Antony's International Review** (Security Studies)

[http://www.jstor.org/journal/stantointerevi](http://www.jstor.org/journal/stantointerevi)

Moving Wall: 2 years
31. **Strategic Studies Quarterly** (Security Studies)

   [http://www.jstor.org/journal/strastudquar](http://www.jstor.org/journal/strastudquar)

   Coverage: Vol. 1, No. 1 (Fall, 2007) – Vol. 12, No. 1 (Spring, 2018)

   Moving Wall: zero

   Publisher: Air University Press

   ISSN: 1936-1815

   **Note:** Content for this title is released as soon as the latest issues become available to JSTOR.

32. **Uluslararası İlişkiler / International Relations** (Security Studies)

   [http://www.jstor.org/journal/ulusilis](http://www.jstor.org/journal/ulusilis)


   Moving Wall: 1 year

   Publisher: Uluslararası İlişkiler Konseyi İktisadi İşletmesi

   ISSN: 1304-7310

33. **War in History** (Security Studies)

   [http://www.jstor.org/journal/warinhistory](http://www.jstor.org/journal/warinhistory)


   Moving Wall: 3 years

   Publisher: Sage Publications, Ltd.

   ISSN: 0968-3445

34. **Willamette Journal of International Law and Dispute Resolution** [1997- ]

   (Security Studies)

   [http://www.jstor.org/journal/willintelawdisp](http://www.jstor.org/journal/willintelawdisp)

   Previous Title: *Willamette Bulletin of International Law and Policy* [1993-1996] (1092-8200)

   [http://www.jstor.org/journal/wilbultlawpol](http://www.jstor.org/journal/wilbultlawpol)
Coverage:
Moving Wall: 1 year
Publisher: Willamette University College of Law
ISSN: 1521-0235

--------NEW TITLES---------------------------------------------

1. **Anglo-Saxon England** (Arts & Sciences XV)
   [http://www.jstor.org/journal/anglsaoengl](http://www.jstor.org/journal/anglsaoengl)
   Coverage: Vols. 1-40 (1972-2012)
   Moving Wall: 5 years
   Publisher: Cambridge University Press
   ISSN: 0263-6751

2. **Bullettino della Commissione Archeologica Comunale di Roma (1943-)**
   (Arts & Sciences XV)
   [http://www.jstor.org/journal/bullcomarchroma](http://www.jstor.org/journal/bullcomarchroma)
   Moving Wall: 3 years
   Publisher: Erma di Bretschneider
   ISSN: 0392-7636

3. **Demographic Research** (Sustainability)
   [http://www.jstor.org/journal/demorese](http://www.jstor.org/journal/demorese)
   Moving Wall: zero
4. **Environmental Conservation** (Sustainability)

   [http://www.jstor.org/journal/envicons](http://www.jstor.org/journal/envicons)


   Moving Wall: 5 years

   Publisher: Cambridge University Press

   ISSN: 0376-8929

5. **Government and Opposition** (Arts & Sciences XV)

   [http://www.jstor.org/journal/goveoppo](http://www.jstor.org/journal/goveoppo)


   Moving Wall: 5 years

   Publisher: Cambridge University Press

   ISSN: 0017-257X


   [http://www.jstor.org/journal/jcommalge](http://www.jstor.org/journal/jcommalge)


   Moving Wall: 5 years

   Publisher: Rocky Mountain Mathematics Consortium

   ISSN: 1939-0807

7. **Journal of Environmental Health** [1963- ] (Sustainability)

   [http://www.jstor.org/journal/jenviheal](http://www.jstor.org/journal/jenviheal)

   Previous Title: *Sanitarian's Journal of Environmental Health* [1962-1963] (0092-6957)

   [http://www.jstor.org/journal/sanijenviheal](http://www.jstor.org/journal/sanijenviheal)
Previous Title: *Sanitarian* [1938-1962] (0096-560X)

http://www.jstor.org/journal/sanitariandenver

Coverage:

Vol. 1, No. 1 (June, 1938) – Vol. 24, No. 6 (May/June, 1962);
Vol. 25, No. 1 (July/August, 1962) – Vol. 26, No. 1 (July/August, 1963);
Vol. 26, No. 2 (September/October, 1963) – Vol. 77, No. 5 (December, 2014)

Moving Wall: 3 years

Publisher: National Environmental Health Association (NEHA)

ISSN: 0022-0892


http://www.jstor.org/journal/jintephonasso

Coverage: Vols. 1, No. 1 (June, 1971) – Vol. 42, No. 3 (December, 2012)

Moving Wall: 5 years

Publisher: Cambridge University Press

ISSN: 0025-1003


http://www.jstor.org/journal/obsidian2006

Previous Title: *Obsidian III* [1999-2006] (1542-1619)

http://www.jstor.org/journal/obsidianoit

Previous Title: *Obsidian II* [1986-1999] (0888-4412)

http://www.jstor.org/journal/obsidianii

Previous Title: *Obsidian* (1975-1982) [1975-1982] (0360-6724)

http://www.jstor.org/journal/obsidian1975

Coverage:

Vol. 1, No. 1 (Spring, 1975) – Vol. 8, No. 2/3 (Summer/Winter, 1982);
Vol. 1, No. 1/2 (Spring/Summer, 1986) – Vol. 13, No. 1/2 (Spring/Summer, 1998 - Fall/Winter, 1998/1999);

Vol. 1, No. 1 (Spring/Summer, 1999) – Vol. 6/7 (Fall/Winter 2005-Spring/Summer 2006);


Moving Wall: 3 years

Publisher: Board of Trustees of Illinois State University

ISSN: 2161-6140

10. **Renewable Agriculture and Food Systems** [2004- ] (Sustainability)

http://www.jstor.org/journal/reneagrifoodsyst

Previous Title: *American Journal of Alternative Agriculture* [1986-2003] ()

http://www.jstor.org/journal/amerjalteagri

Coverage:

Vol. 1, No. 1 (Winter, 1986) – Vol. 18, No. 4 (December, 2003);


Moving Wall: 5 years

Publisher: Cambridge University Press

ISSN: 1742-1705

11. **Revue philosophique de Louvain** [1946- ] (Arts & Sciences XV)

http://www.jstor.org/journal/revuphillouv

Previous Title: *Revue néoscolastique de philosophie* [1910-1945] (0776-555X)

http://www.jstor.org/journal/revuneosphil

Previous Title: *Revue néo-scolastique* [1894-1909] (0776-5541)

http://www.jstor.org/journal/revuneoscol

Coverage:

Vol. 1, No. 1 (1894) – Vol. 16, No. 64 (1909);

Vols. 17-43 (1910-1940);

[http://www.jstor.org/journal/shakbull](http://www.jstor.org/journal/shakbull)

Previous Title: *Bulletin of the New York Shakespear Society* [1982-1983] (1075-1661)

[http://www.jstor.org/journal/bullnewyorkshake](http://www.jstor.org/journal/bullnewyorkshake)

Coverage:


Moving Wall: 5 years

Publisher: Johns Hopkins University Press

ISSN: 0748-2558


[http://www.jstor.org/journal/studsecolangacqu](http://www.jstor.org/journal/studsecolangacqu)

Coverage: Vol. 1, No. 1 (Fall, 1978) – Vol. 34, No. 4 (December, 2012)

Moving Wall: 5 years

Publisher: Cambridge University Press

ISSN: 0272-2631

---

Previous Title for Publicly Released Journal---


[http://www.jstor.org/journal/irisjurilocagove](http://www.jstor.org/journal/irisjurilocagove)

Previous Title: *The New Irish Jurist and Local Government Review* [1900-1904] (2565-5566)
1. [Irish Jurist](http://www.jstor.org/journal/newirisjurilocag) (1848-1867)

   Previous Title: The Irish Jurist (1848-1867) [1848-1867] (2565-5558)

   Coverage:

   Vols. 2-19 (1849/1850 - 1867);

   Vols. 3-4 (1902/1903 – 1903/1904);

   Vol. 5 (1904/1905)

   Moving Wall: N/A

   Publisher: Irish Jurist

   ISSN: 2565-5574


2. [Newsletter of the Conference on Christianity and Literature](http://www.jstor.org/journal/newsconfchrilite) (Arts & Sciences XV)


   Moving Wall: N/A

   Publisher: Sage Publications, Ltd.

   ISSN: 1943-2712

   Note: Newsletter of the Conference on Christianity and Literature is a previous title to Christianity and Literature.

3. [Newsletter of the Section of Real Property, Probate and Trust Law](http://www.jstor.org/journal/newssectrealprop) (Arts & Sciences XII)


   Moving Wall: N/A

   Publisher: American Bar Association

   ISSN: 2576-4292

   Note: Newsletter of the Section of Real Property, Probate and Trust Lawis a previous title to Real Property, Trust and Estate Law Journal.
4. *Nieuw archief voor kerkelijke geschiedenis inzonderheid van Nederland* [1852-1854] (Arts & Sciences XIII, Religion & Theology)

http://www.jstor.org/journal/nieuarchkerkgesc

Previous Title: *Nederlandsch archief voor kerkelijke geschiedenis* [1841-1849] (0921-9943)

http://www.jstor.org/journal/nedearchkerkgesc

Previous Title: *Archief voor kerkelijke geschiedenis, inzonderheid van Nederland* [1829-1840] (0921-9951)

http://www.jstor.org/journal/archkerkgescinzn

Coverage:

Vols. 1-11 (1829-1840);
Vols. 12-20 (1841-1849);
Vols. 1-2 (1852-1854)

Moving Wall: N/A

Publisher: Brill

ISSN: 0168-8049

**Note:** *Nieuw archief voor kerkelijke geschiedenis inzonderheid van Nederland, Nederlandsch archief voor kerkelijke geschiedenis, and Archief voor kerkelijke geschiedenis, inzonderheid van Nederland* are previous titles to *Church History and Religious Culture.*


http://www.jstor.org/journal/procbusihistconf


Moving Wall: N/A

Publisher: Cambridge University Press

ISSN: 2576-4888

**Note:** *Proceedings of the Business History Conference* is a previous title to *Enterprise & Society.*

----------MOVING WALL DECREASES---------------------------------------------

1. *Aegyptus* (Arts & Sciences IX)
http://www.jstor.org/journal/aegy
Coverage: Vol. 93 (2013)
Moving Wall: 3 years
Publisher: Vita e Pensiero – Pubblicazioni dell’Università Cattolica del Sacro Cuore
ISSN: 0001-9046
Note: By publisher request, JSTOR is decreasing the moving wall from 5 to 3 years.

2. **Aevum** (Arts & Sciences XI)
   http://www.jstor.org/journal/aevum
   Coverage: Vol. 87, No. 2 (Maggio/Agosto, 2013) – Vol. 88, No. 3 (Settembre/Dicembre, 2014)
   Moving Wall: 3 years
   Publisher: Vita e Pensiero – Pubblicazioni dell’Università Cattolica del Sacro Cuore
   ISSN: 0001-9593
   Note: By publisher request, JSTOR is decreasing the moving wall from 5 to 3 years.

3. **Arte Lombarda** (Arts & Sciences XIII)
   http://www.jstor.org/journal/artelombarda
   Moving Wall: 3 years
   Publisher: Vita e Pensiero – Pubblicazioni dell’Università Cattolica del Sacro Cuore
   ISSN: 0004-3443
   Note: By publisher request, JSTOR is decreasing the moving wall from 5 to 3 years.

4. **Ecología Política** (Arts & Sciences X, Iberoamérica)
   http://www.jstor.org/journal/ecolpoli
   Coverage: Nos. 51-52 (Junio-Diciembre, 2016)
   Moving Wall: 1 year
Publisher: Fundacio ENT
ISSN: 1130-6378

Note: By publisher request, JSTOR is decreasing the moving wall from 2 to 1 year.

   
   [http://www.jstor.org/journal/markzeitforsprax](http://www.jstor.org/journal/markzeitforsprax)
   
   
   Moving Wall: 3 years
   
   Publisher: Verlag C.H.Beck
   
   ISSN: 0344-1369
   
   Note: By publisher request, JSTOR is decreasing the moving wall from 5 to 3 years.

6. **Revue d'Histoire littéraire de la France** (Arts & Sciences VIII)
   
   [http://www.jstor.org/journal/revuhistlittfran](http://www.jstor.org/journal/revuhistlittfran)
   
   
   Moving Wall: zero
   
   Publisher: Classiques Garnier
   
   ISSN: 0035-2411
   
   Note: By publisher request, JSTOR is decreasing the moving wall from 3 years to zero.

7. **Rivista di Filosofia Neo-Scolastica** (Arts & Sciences XIII)
   
   [http://www.jstor.org/journal/rivifiloneoscol](http://www.jstor.org/journal/rivifiloneoscol)
   
   
   Moving Wall: 3 years
   
   Publisher: Vita e Pensiero – Pubblicazioni dell’Università Cattolica del Sacro Cuore
   
   ISSN: 0035-6247
   
   Note: By publisher request, JSTOR is decreasing the moving wall from 5 to 3 years.

http://www.jstor.org/journal/rivistorchietital


Moving Wall: 3 years

Publisher: Vita e Pensiero – Pubblicazioni dell’Università Cattolica del Sacro Cuore

ISSN: 0035-6557

**Note:** By publisher request, JSTOR is decreasing the moving wall from 5 to 3 years.

9. *Studi di Sociologia* (Arts & Sciences X)

http://www.jstor.org/journal/studisociologia


Moving Wall: 3 years

Publisher: Vita e Pensiero – Pubblicazioni dell’Università Cattolica del Sacro Cuore

ISSN: 0039-291X

**Note:** By publisher request, JSTOR is decreasing the moving wall from 5 to 3 years.

--------PREVIOUSLY MISSING ISSUES----------------------------------------


http://www.jstor.org/journal/actabotavene


Moving Wall: 3 years

Publisher: Instituto Experimental Jardín Botánico "Dr. Tobás Lasser"

ISSN: 0084-5906

2. *Acta Linguistica Hungarica* (Arts & Sciences XV)

http://www.jstor.org/journal/actalinghung

Coverage: Vol. 49, No. 2 (June, 2002)
3. **American Annals of the Deaf and Dumb** (Arts & Sciences XV)

   [http://www.jstor.org/journal/amerannadeafdumb](http://www.jstor.org/journal/amerannadeafdumb)

   Coverage: Vol. 30, No. 1 (January, 1885)

   Moving Wall: N/A

   Publisher: Gallaudet University Press

   ISSN: 0093-1284

   **Note:** American Annals of the Deaf and Dumb is a previous title to American Annals of the Deaf.

4. **Annals of the Bhandarkar Oriental Research Institute** (Arts & Sciences XI, Asia)

   [http://www.jstor.org/journal/annbhaoriresins](http://www.jstor.org/journal/annbhaoriresins)

   Coverage:

   Vol. 2, No. 2 (1920/1921) – Vol. 4, No. 2 (1922/1923);

   Vol. 29, No. 1/4 (1948)

   Moving Wall: 5 years

   Publisher: Bhandarkar Oriental Research Institute

   ISSN: 0378-1143


   [http://www.jstor.org/journal/annaprob](http://www.jstor.org/journal/annaprob)

   Coverage: Vol. 42, No. 2 (March, 2014)

   Moving Wall: 3 years

   Publisher: Institute of Mathematical Statistics

   ISSN: 0091-1798

6. **Antike Welt** (Arts & Sciences XV)

   [http://www.jstor.org/journal/antikewelt](http://www.jstor.org/journal/antikewelt)

   Coverage:
7. **Archives d'histoire doctrinale et littéraire du Moyen Age** (Arts & Sciences XV)

   [http://www.jstor.org/journal/archhistdoctlitt](http://www.jstor.org/journal/archhistdoctlitt)

   Coverage:
   - Vol. 35 (1968);
   - Vol. 37 (1970);
   - Vols. 73-78 (2006-2011)

   Moving Wall: 5 years

   Publisher: Librairie Philosophique J. Vrin

   ISSN: 0373-5478

8. **Archivio Storico Italiano** (Arts & Sciences XV)

   [http://www.jstor.org/journal/archstorital](http://www.jstor.org/journal/archstorital)

   Coverage: Vol. 170, No. 3 [633] (July/September, 2012)

   Moving Wall: 1 year

   Publisher: Casa Editrice Leo S. Olschki s.r.l.

   ISSN: 0391-7770


   [http://www.jstor.org/journal/brazjprobstat](http://www.jstor.org/journal/brazjprobstat)

   Coverage: Vol. 24, No. 3 (2010)
Moving Wall: 3 years

Publisher: Institute of Mathematical Statistics

ISSN: 0103-0752


   http://www.jstor.org/journal/acadserbsciearts


   Moving Wall: 1 year

   Publisher: Serbian Academy of Sciences and Arts

   ISSN: 0561-7332

11. *Bulletin of the American Meteorological Society* (Sustainability)

   http://www.jstor.org/journal/bullamermetesoci

   Coverage:

   Vol. 78, No. 8 (August, 1997);
   Vol. 79, No. 8 (August, 1998);
   Vol. 80, No. 8 (August, 1999);
   Vol. 82, No. 8 (August, 2001)

   Moving Wall: 2 years

   Publisher: American Meteorological Society

   ISSN: 0003-0007

12. *Concord Saunterer* (Arts & Sciences XI)

   http://www.jstor.org/journal/concordsaunterer

   Coverage: Vol. 22 (2014)

   Moving Wall: 3 years

   Publisher: Thoreau Society, Inc.

   ISSN: 1068-5359

13. *Integrative and Comparative Biology* (Biological Sciences, Life Sciences)
Coverage:
Vol. 49, Supplement 1 (February, 2009);
Vol. 50, Supplement 1 (July, 2010);
Vol. 51, Supplement 1 (March, 2011);
Vol. 52, Supplement 1 (April, 2012)
Moving Wall: 5 years
Publisher: Oxford University Press
ISSN: 1540-7063

14. **Irish Jurist** (Arts & Sciences XV)

http://www.jstor.org/journal/irishjurist1966

Moving Wall: 3 years
Publisher: Irish Jurist
ISSN: 0021-1273

15. **Journal of Song-Yuan Studies** (Arts & Sciences XII, Asia)

http://www.jstor.org/journal/jsongyuanstud

Coverage: Vol. 44 (2014)
Moving Wall: 3 years
Publisher: Society for Song, Yuan, and Conquest Dynasty Studies
ISSN: 1059-3152

16. **Lares** (Arts & Sciences XV)

http://www.jstor.org/journal/lares

Coverage: Vol. 74, No. 3 (September/December) – Vol. 75, No. 1 (January/April, 2009)
Moving Wall: 3 years
Publisher: Casa Editrice Leo S. Olschki s.r.l.
17. **Musica Judaica** (Arts & Sciences XV, Jewish Studies, Music)

   [http://www.jstor.org/journal/musicajudaiica](http://www.jstor.org/journal/musicajudaiica)


   Moving Wall: 1 year

   Publisher: American Society for Jewish Music

   ISSN: 0147-7536

18. **Philippine Quarterly of Culture and Society** (Arts & Sciences X, Asia)

   [http://www.jstor.org/journal/philquarcultsoci](http://www.jstor.org/journal/philquarcultsoci)


   Moving Wall: 3 years

   Publisher: University of San Carlos Publications

   ISSN: 0115-0243

19. **SAE Transactions** (Sustainability)

   [http://www.jstor.org/journal/saetransactions](http://www.jstor.org/journal/saetransactions)

   Coverage:

   Vol. 54 (1946);

   Vol. 62 (1954);

   Vol. 67 (1959);

   Vol. 97, Section 6: Journal of Engines (1988);

   Vol. 99, Section 3: Journal of Engines, Part 1 (1990);

   Vol. 99, Section 3: Journal of Engines, Part 2 (1990);

   Vol. 100, Section 1: Journal of Aerospace, Part 1 (1991);


   Annual Index (2001)

   Moving Wall: N/A
Publisher: SAE International

ISSN: 0096-736X


20. **Teorema: Revista Internacional de Filosofía** (Arts& Sciences XIII)

   [http://www.jstor.org/journal/teorreviintefilo](http://www.jstor.org/journal/teorreviintefilo)

   Coverage:
   
   Vol. 33, No. 3 (2014);
   
   Vol. 34, No. 3 (2015)

   Moving Wall: 1 year

   Publisher: Luis Manuel Valdés-Villanueva

   ISSN: 0210-1602


   [http://www.jstor.org/journal/yalefrenstud](http://www.jstor.org/journal/yalefrenstud)

   Coverage: No. 127 (2015)

   Moving Wall: 2 years

   Publisher: Yale University Press

   ISSN: 0044-0078

--------UPDATES FOR ZERO MOVING WALL TITLES------------------------------------------

Content for the following journals is released as soon as the latest issues become available to JSTOR.

1. **Aboriginal History** (Arts & Sciences XIV)

   [http://www.jstor.org/journal/aborhist](http://www.jstor.org/journal/aborhist)


   Moving Wall: zero

   Publisher: ANU Press

   ISSN: 0314-8769

http://www.jstor.org/journal/annnatmuswiesera

Coverage: Vols. 119-120 (2017-2018)

Moving Wall: zero

Publisher: Naturhistorisches Museum

ISSN: 0255-0091


http://www.jstor.org/journal/annnatmuswieserb

Coverage: Vols. 119-120 (2017-2018)

Moving Wall: zero

Publisher: Naturhistorisches Museum

ISSN: 0255-0105

4. *Archaeology Ireland* (Ireland)

http://www.jstor.org/journal/archirel

Coverage:


Moving Wall: Zero

Publisher: Wordwell Ltd.

ISSN: 0790-892X


http://www.jstor.org/journal/bijdtaallandvolk


Moving Wall: Zero

Publisher: KITLV, Royal Netherlands Institute of Southeast Asian and Caribbean Studies
6. **Books Ireland** (Ireland)
   
   [http://www.jstor.org/journal/booksireland](http://www.jstor.org/journal/booksireland)
   
   Coverage: No. 378 (March/April, 2018)
   
   Moving Wall: zero
   
   Publisher: Wordwell Ltd.
   
   ISSN: 0376-6039

7. **Brookings Papers on Economic Activity** (Arts & Sciences II; Business I)
   
   [http://www.jstor.org/journal/broopapeconacti](http://www.jstor.org/journal/broopapeconacti)
   
   Coverage: (Fall, 2017)
   
   Moving Wall: Zero
   
   Publisher: The Brookings Institution
   
   ISSN: 0007-2303

8. **Canadian Journal of Irish Studies** (Ireland)
   
   [http://www.jstor.org/journal/canajirisstud](http://www.jstor.org/journal/canajirisstud)
   
   Coverage: Vol. 40, Special Issue (2017)
   
   Moving Wall: Zero
   
   Publisher: Canadian Association of Irish Studies
   
   ISSN: 0703-1459

9. **Cityscape** (Arts & Sciences X)
   
   [http://www.jstor.org/journal/cityscape](http://www.jstor.org/journal/cityscape)
   
   
   Moving Wall: zero
   
   Publisher: US Department of Housing and Urban Development
   
   ISSN: 1936-007X
10. **Estudos Feministas** (Arts& Sciences XIV)
   
   http://www.jstor.org/journal/estufemi

   Coverage: Vol. 26, No. 1 (January/April, 2018)

   Moving Wall: zero

   Publisher: Instituto de Estudos de Gênero da Universidade Federal de Santa Catarina

   ISSN: 0104-026X

11. **History Ireland** (Ireland)

   http://www.jstor.org/journal/histirel

   Coverage: Vol. 26, No. 2 (March/April, 2018)

   Moving Wall: zero

   Publisher: Wordwell Ltd.

   ISSN: 0791-8224

12. **Hungarian Historical Review** (Arts & Sciences XIII)

   http://www.jstor.org/journal/hunghistrevi

   Coverage: Vol. 6, No. 1 (2017)

   Moving Wall: zero

   Publisher: Institute of History, Research Centre for the Humanities, Hungarian Academy of Sciences

   ISSN: 2063-8647

13. **Jewish Political Studies Review** (Jewish Studies)

   http://www.jstor.org/journal/jewpolstudrev

   Coverage: Vol. 27, No. 3/4 (Fall, 2016) - Vol. 28, No. 1/2 (Spring, 2017)

   Moving Wall: Zero

   Publisher: Jerusalem Center for Public Affairs
14. *Journal of Coastal Research* (Biological Sciences; Life Sciences)

   [http://www.jstor.org/journal/jcoasrese](http://www.jstor.org/journal/jcoasrese)

   Coverage: Vol. 34, No. 2 (2018)

   Moving Wall: zero

   Publisher: Coastal Education & Research Foundation, Inc.

   ISSN: 0749-0208

15. *Journal of International and Area Studies* (Arts & Sciences XIV)

   [http://www.jstor.org/journal/jinteareastud](http://www.jstor.org/journal/jinteareastud)

   Coverage: Vol. 24, No. 2 (December, 2017)

   Moving Wall: zero

   Publisher: Institute of International Affairs, Graduate School of International Studies, Seoul National University

   ISSN: 1226-8550

16. *Meridiana* (Arts & Sciences X)

   [http://www.jstor.org/journal/meridiana](http://www.jstor.org/journal/meridiana)

   Coverage: No. 90 (2017)

   Moving Wall: Zero

   Publisher: Viella SRL

   ISSN: 0394-4115

17. *Minnesota History* (Arts & Sciences V)

   [http://www.jstor.org/journal/minnhist](http://www.jstor.org/journal/minnhist)

   Coverage: Vol. 65, Nos. 5-8 (Spring, 2017 - Winter, 2017/2018)

   Moving Wall: zero

   Publisher: Minnesota Historical Society Press
18. **Monthly Labor Review** (Business & Economics; Business IV)
   
   http://www.jstor.org/journal/monthlylaborrev
   
   Coverage: January-February (2018)
   
   Moving Wall: zero
   
   Publisher: Bureau of Labor Statistics, U.S. Department of Labor
   
   ISSN: 0098-1818

19. **Oceanography** (Sustainability)
   
   http://www.jstor.org/journal/oceanography
   
   Coverage: Vol. 30, No. 4 (December, 2017)
   
   Moving Wall: zero
   
   Publisher: Oceanography Society
   
   ISSN: 1042-8275

20. **Revue économique** (Arts & Sciences VII; Business & Economics; Business II)
   
   http://www.jstor.org/journal/revueeconomique
   
   Coverage: Vol. 69, No. 2 (March, 2018)
   
   Moving Wall: Zero
   
   Publisher: Sciences Po University Press
   
   ISSN: 0035-2764

21. **Theoretical and Empirical Researches in Urban Management** [2009- ] (Sustainability)
   
   http://www.jstor.org/journal/theoempirese
   
   Coverage: Vol. 12, Nos. 1-2 (February-May, 2017)
   
   Moving Wall: zero

http://www.jstor.org/journal/theoriaintejtheo


Moving Wall: zero

Publisher: University of the Basque Country (UPV/EHU)

ISSN: 0495-4548

23. *Transactions of the American Entomological Society (1890-)* (Biological Sciences; Life Sciences)

http://www.jstor.org/journal/tranamerentosoc3

Coverage: Vol. 143, No. 4 (December, 2017)

Moving Wall: Zero

Publisher: American Entomological Society

ISSN: 0002-8320

--------RESEARCH REPORTS-----------------------------------------------

(11,930) Research Reports from the following (71) publishers are available in JSTOR:

1. Published by: **Air University Press**

   http://www.jstor.org/publisherairup
   (363) Research Reports (Security Studies)

2. Published by: **American Enterprise Institute**

   http://www.jstor.org/publisher/aei
   (371) Research Reports (Security Studies)
3. Published by: **American Security Project**
   
   [http://www.jstor.org/publisher/amsecproj](http://www.jstor.org/publisher/amsecproj)
   
   (137) Research Reports (Security Studies)

4. Published by: **Arab Center for Research & Policy Studies**
   
   [http://www.jstor.org/publisher/arabcentrps](http://www.jstor.org/publisher/arabcentrps)
   
   (79) Research Reports (Security Studies)

5. Published by: **Arab Transformations Project**
   
   [http://www.jstor.org/publisher/arabtransfproj](http://www.jstor.org/publisher/arabtransfproj)
   
   (36) Research Reports (Security Studies)

6. Published by: **Armed Conflict Location & Event Data Project**
   
   [http://www.jstor.org/publisher/acledp](http://www.jstor.org/publisher/acledp)
   
   (88) Research Reports (Security Studies)

7. Published by: **Asan Institute for Policy Studies**
   
   [http://www.jstor.org/publisher/asaninstitute](http://www.jstor.org/publisher/asaninstitute)
   
   (79) Research Reports (Security Studies)

8. Published by: **Atlantic Council**
   
   [http://www.jstor.org/publisher/atlanticcouncil](http://www.jstor.org/publisher/atlanticcouncil)
   
   (424) Research Reports (Security Studies)

9. Published by: **Australian Strategic Policy Institute**
   
   [http://www.jstor.org/publisher/aspi](http://www.jstor.org/publisher/aspi)
   
   (446) Research Reports (Security Studies)

10. Published by: **Begin-Sadat Center for Strategic Studies**
    
    [http://www.jstor.org/publisher/beginsadatcss](http://www.jstor.org/publisher/beginsadatcss)
    
    (518) Research Reports (Security Studies)

11. Published by: **Belgrade Centre for Security Policy**
    
    [http://www.jstor.org/publisher/belcentsecurpol](http://www.jstor.org/publisher/belcentsecurpol)
    
    (20) Research Reports (Security Studies)

12. Published by: **Carnegie Endowment for International Peace**
    
    [http://www.jstor.org/publisher/ceip](http://www.jstor.org/publisher/ceip)
    
    (376) Research Reports (Security Studies)
13. Published by: Cato Institute
   
   http://www.jstor.org/publisher/ceas
   (187) Research Reports (Security Studies)

14. Published by: Center for a New American Security

   http://www.jstor.org/publisher/centnewamsec
   (360) Research Reports (Security Studies)

15. Published by: Center for International & Security Studies, U. Maryland

   http://www.jstor.org/publisher/cissumaryland
   (51) Research Reports (Security Studies)

16. Published by: Center for Security Policy

   http://www.jstor.org/publisher/centsecpol
   (41) Research Reports (Security Studies)

17. Published by: Center for Strategic Research (SAM)

   http://www.jstor.org/publisher/centstraresesam
   (16) Research Reports (Security Studies)

18. Published by: Center on National Security at Fordham Law

   http://www.jstor.org/publisher/centnatlsec
   (4) Research Reports (Security Studies)

19. Published by: Centre for Conflict Resolution

   http://www.jstor.org/publisher/CCR
   (86) Research Reports (Security Studies)

20. Published by: Centre for Economics and Foreign Policy Studies

   http://www.jstor.org/publisher/ceconforpolstud
   (38) Research Reports (Security Studies)

21. Published by: Centre for International Governance Innovation

   http://www.jstor.org/publisher/churstco
   (62) Research Reports (Security Studies)

22. Published by: Centre for Military Studies

   http://www.jstor.org/publisher/centmilistud
   (33) Research Reports (Security Studies)
23. Published by: **Centre for Strategic and International Studies**
   [http://www.jstor.org/publisher/cstratintlstud](http://www.jstor.org/publisher/cstratintlstud) (4) Research Reports (Security Studies)

24. Published by: **Chicago Council on Global Affairs**
   [http://www.jstor.org/publisher/ccga](http://www.jstor.org/publisher/ccga) (17) Research Reports (Security Studies)

25. Published by: **Clingendael Institute**
   [http://www.jstor.org/publisher/companionguides](http://www.jstor.org/publisher/companionguides) (297) Research Reports (Security Studies)

26. Published by: **Combatting Terrorism Center at West Point**
   [http://www.jstor.org/publisher/combterrcentwp](http://www.jstor.org/publisher/combterrcentwp) (55) Research Reports (Security Studies)

27. Published by: **Council on Foreign Relations**
   [http://www.jstor.org/publisher/cfr](http://www.jstor.org/publisher/cfr) (147) Research Reports (Security Studies)

28. Published by: **Daniel K. Inouye Asia-Pacific Center for Security Studies**
   [http://www.jstor.org/publisher/inouyeapcss](http://www.jstor.org/publisher/inouyeapcss) (44) Research Reports (Security Studies)

29. Published by: **Danish Institute for International Studies**
   [http://www.jstor.org/publisher/danishinstis](http://www.jstor.org/publisher/danishinstis) (395) Research Reports (Security Studies)

30. Published by: **East-West Center**
   [http://www.jstor.org/publisher/eastwestcenter](http://www.jstor.org/publisher/eastwestcenter) (99) Research Reports (Security Studies)

31. Published by: **Egmont Institute**
   [http://www.jstor.org/publisher/egmontinst](http://www.jstor.org/publisher/egmontinst) (158) Research Reports (Security Studies)

32. Published by: **European Centre for International Affairs**
   [http://www.jstor.org/publisher/ecia](http://www.jstor.org/publisher/ecia) (9) Research Reports (Security Studies)

33. Published by: **European Leadership Network**
34. Published by: **European Union Institute for Security Studies (EUISS)**
   
   [http://www.jstor.org/publisher/euiss](http://www.jstor.org/publisher/euiss)  
   (350) Research Reports (Security Studies)

35. Published by: **Foreign Policy Initiative**
   
   [http://www.jstor.org/publisher/foreipoliinit](http://www.jstor.org/publisher/foreipoliinit)  
   (396) Research Reports (Security Studies)

36. Published by: **German Institute for Global and Area Studies (GIGA)**
   
   [http://www.jstor.org/publisher/giga](http://www.jstor.org/publisher/giga)  
   (182) Research Reports (Security Studies)

37. Published by: **Global Political Trends Center (GPoT)**
   
   [http://www.jstor.org/publisher/gpot](http://www.jstor.org/publisher/gpot)  
   (64) Research Reports (Security Studies)

38. Published by: **Hague Centre for Strategic Studies**
   
   [http://www.jstor.org/publisher/haguecentss](http://www.jstor.org/publisher/haguecentss)  
   (73) Research Reports (Security Studies)

39. Published by: **Institut Barcelona d'Estudis Internacionals (IBEI)**
   
   [http://www.jstor.org/publisher/ibei](http://www.jstor.org/publisher/ibei)  
   (71) Research Reports (Security Studies)

40. Published by: **Institute for Global Dialogue**
   
   [http://www.jstor.org/publisher/igd](http://www.jstor.org/publisher/igd)  
   (58) Research Reports (Security Studies)

41. Published by: **Institute for National Security Studies**
   
   [http://www.jstor.org/publisher/instnatlsecstud](http://www.jstor.org/publisher/instnatlsecstud)  
   (798) Research Reports (Security Studies)

42. Published by: **Institute for Policy Analysis of Conflict**
   
   [http://www.jstor.org/publisher/ipac](http://www.jstor.org/publisher/ipac)  
   (41) Research Reports (Security Studies)

43. Published by: **Institute for the Study of War**
   
   [http://www.jstor.org/publisher/inststudwar](http://www.jstor.org/publisher/inststudwar)  
   (117) Research Reports (Security Studies)

44. Published by: **Institute of Peace and Conflict Studies**
55. Published by: **New America**

56. Published by: **Norwegian Institute for International Affairs (NUPI)**

57. Published by: **Nuclear Threat Initiative**

58. Published by: **Peace Research Institute Frankfurt**

59. Published by: **RAND Corporation**

60. Published by: **Reut Institute**

61. Published by: **S. Rajaratnam School of International Studies**

62. Published by: **Small Arms Survey**

63. Published by: **Soufan Group**

64. Published by: **Stimson Center**
65. Published by: **Strategic Studies Institute, US Army War College**

   [http://www.jstor.org/publisher/ssiusarmywarc](http://www.jstor.org/publisher/ssiusarmywarc)

   (966) Research Reports (Security Studies)

66. Published by: **Sudd Institute**

   [http://www.jstor.org/publisher/suddinst](http://www.jstor.org/publisher/suddinst)

   (50) Research Reports (Security Studies)

67. Published by: **Swisspeace**

   [http://www.jstor.org/publisher/swisspeace](http://www.jstor.org/publisher/swisspeace)

   (54) Research Reports (Security Studies)

68. Published by: **Third Way**

   [http://www.jstor.org/publisher/thirdway](http://www.jstor.org/publisher/thirdway)

   (65) Research Reports (Security Studies)

69. Published by: **US Institute of Peace**

   [http://www.jstor.org/publisher/usip](http://www.jstor.org/publisher/usip)

   (424) Research Reports (Security Studies)

70. Published by: **US-Korea Institute at SAIS**

    [http://www.jstor.org/publisher/uskoreasais](http://www.jstor.org/publisher/uskoreasais)

    (48) Research Reports (Security Studies)

71. Published by: **World Bank**

    [http://www.jstor.org/publisher/worldbank](http://www.jstor.org/publisher/worldbank)

    (49) Research Reports (Security Studies)